Inauguration nears

The inauguration ceremony of President Meyer Feldberg will be held on Tuesday, September 29. No classes will be held on that day. Instead, a myriad of games and events have been scheduled.

The ceremony will begin at 9:00 a.m. following an academic procession from S.R. Crown Hall to Hemmick Hall. Included in the procession will be a brass band, student, faculty, and administrative representatives from IIT, and Illinois government representatives, and representatives from area universities.

All students are invited to watch the procession and participate in the festivities that are planned. The Inauguration Committee is also pleased to invite all of the students to attend the Inauguration. The Inauguration Committee will start with a barbecue on the quad (in front of the fraternity houses). Movies will be shown at the barbecue.

WOU may broadcast the inauguration ceremony and broadcast live from the site.

Kent Centennial

IIT Chicago-Kent College of Law kicked-off a series of programs to celebrate its 100th anniversary with a Convocation and Centennial Celebration Dinner on Thursday, September 10, 1987.

The Convocation to open the 100th year of the college was held at 3:30 p.m. in Orchestra Hall. The Honorable Harry A. Blackmun, Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, was awarded an honorary degree and delivered the Centennial Address. The Honorable Professor Gerald M. Gunther of the Stanford Law School, an expert in Constitutional Law, also received an honorary degree. President Meyer Feldberg, president of IIT, delivered the Centennial Address.

Providing special greetings in recognition of the College's Centennial were Robert W. Galvin, Chairman of the Board of Trustees for IIT, the Honorable Richard B. Ogilvie, Chairman of the Board of Overseers for the College, and Victor G. Petrie, President of the Chicago-Kent Alumni Association.

New laser installed

A new high-energy excimer laser has been installed in the laboratory of Professor David Gutman which will be used for research on the basic chemistry of combustion processes. The 300 pound laser emits intense pulses of light which is used to blast apart organic molecules into reactive fragments called free radicals. The reactions of these free radicals, which are important intermediates in virtually all combustion processes involving fossil fuels, are then studied on a millisecond time scale using another instrument called a photoionization mass spectrometer. With this new laser, virtually any free radical which is involved in combustion processes, atmospheric smog formation, or in the stratospheric ozone layer can be generated under controlled conditions which are suitable for study of their important reactions.

Installation of this laser involved a special problem. There is no freight elevator in Washihm Hall and the research laboratory is on the third floor. A desperate call went out to Captain Brown, the head of the Naval ROTC unit at IIT. Could the Navy come to the rescue? A large helicopter was flown in and the laser was loaded into it. The helicopter was then flown to the laboratory and the laser was unloaded. The laser was then loaded into the lab and the research began.

ECE Dept. announces new faculty

The ECE Department is proud to announce the following new faculty members:

- Dr. Jeffrey P. Mills will be joining the ECE Department in the Fall semester 1987.
- Dr. Mills was a member of the Technical Staff at GTE Communication Systems in Northlake, IL, until June 1987. He has 23 years of experience in industry working in Hardware Design of Telephony Switching Systems. He has extensive experience in Digital Signal Processing and has also been a consultant on data communication and digital signal processing.

- Dr. Donald R. Ucci will be joining the ECE Department in the Fall semester 1987.
- Dr. Ucci has seven years experience at the State University of New York at Stony Brook and Hazenite Corporation. He is a specialist in the areas of Communication Theory and Systems, as well as Adaptive Signal Processing.

- Dr. Mills will be teaching ECE 228 and Project Hawk (CS 111).
- Dr. Donald R. Ucci will be teaching ECE 102.
Power tools for the classroom.

TI programmable calculators have all the right functions and enough extra features to satisfy your thirst for power. To all you science and engineering majors unsatisfied with mere calculators, TI has good news. Your power tools are:

- TI-94 offers BASIC programming with a 113-BASIC keyboard. Three 8K Constant Memories and automatic capability for advanced programming flexibility.
- TI-95s offer powerful 7200-step keyboards, programming, and features our exclusive Power Windows, which provide easy access to the functions and flexible file management system.

including math, statistics and chemical engineering, and a module with an additional 8K Constant Memory. Additional power accessories include a separate portable printer and cassette interface.

So if you're into power, look for the display in your bookstore for a demonstration of our power tools. They build such a strong case for themselves, our competitors don't know what to make of them.

Texas Instruments

STUDENT GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

Attention Lake County Residents:

Non partisan elections for the Lake County school boards will be held on November 3. Absentee ballots are available in the Student Government office. For more information call Student Government at x3074.

Your Executive Board

The Executive Board of Student Government consists of:

- President Jim Kiriazes
- Vice President Aron Talwar
- Treasurer Gus Menoudakis
- Secretary Charlotte Kotowski
- Assistant Treasurer Sean Washak

Committees

The following is a list of all Student Government Committees and Governing Board Representatives. If you are interested in any of these Committees call Student Government at x3074.

- Committee
  - College Bowl
  - Constitution Review
  - Cultural Tutoring
  - Election
  - Security
  - Teacher Evaluation
  - Governing Boards
  - Technology News
  - WOUI

Committee Chairman
- Vacancy
- Cathy Paul
- Vacancy
- Vacancy
- Vacancy
- Governing Board Representatives
- Tom Clewett
- Vacancy

Last Chance for Deletion

If you want your name deleted from the 1987-88 issue of Connections you must fill out a deletion form by September 23. Deletion forms filled out for last year's issue will not be valid for this year's issue of Connections. Deletion forms are available in the Student Life Office. No Deletions will be accepted after September 23.

Next Meeting

The next Student Government meeting will be held on September 22 in Rooms 301 and 302 in the Hermann Hall Mezzanine.
Security meeting

by Robert Huston

On Wednesday, September 16 the Campus Security Committee met. The Campus Security Committee is really a subcommittee of the Campus Life Committee, and it meets every month during the fall and spring semesters to discuss crime problems at and around the IIT campus. The Campus Security Committee is a very unusual committee in that at its meetings actual crime statistics are revealed and discussed. This practice is very unusual in the sense that a lot of college campuses across the country don’t share this information. Larry Gaddis, the Commander-in-Chief of IIT’s campus police, formerly served with the campus police at the University of Chicago. Commander Gaddis said that the U of C’s police department doesn’t share such information with its students.

During the meeting an officer of the campus police reported and discussed some statistics comparing the number of assaults, burglaries, and robberies that occurred during August ’87 with the numbers that occurred in August ’86. The number of total offenses committed during both time periods was about the same. The prognosis for the upcoming school year looks rather bleak for the months of September through November are peak crime periods.

Thus far crimes committed include a burglary at the Stuart Building. The offenders were two IITI students. One night a student walked out of the Life Sciences building and was strong-armed and robbed. The student was approached by two offenders who first demanded money and then strong-armed the student.

Interpreted into the discussion of actual crime events are preventative measures suggested for the IIT community to apply to lessen our risk of becoming a victim. James Vice, the Dean of Student Life, suggested that people should not leave any items visible in their cars. Otherwise there is a possibility that someone might break into the car. Long time member of the campus police, Frank Higgins said that people as young as ten or twelve years old use a ball bearing to smash the windows of a car and take whatever is in it. Dean Vice brought up the incident that someone broke into a car just to steal a comb.

There was a discussion of the safety of IIT students travelling throughout the city. Many students don’t realize they might be in danger. Such students include the international students who jog by the lake. Also discussed was the danger faced by architecture and design students who travel throughout the city to see the architecture. For instance, an IIT student taking pictures in the River City area. A man came up to her and took her camera away from her. The offender then slammed her head to the ground. Eventually she got her camera back because of help from a bystander. Suggestions were made that when students travel throughout the city, they should at least travel in pairs.

Scholarship winner

Illinois Institute of Technology senior Robert Krack has been selected to receive a $1,000 scholarship from the Sigma Phi Epsilon Educational Foundation. Robert is studying computer science and plans a career in artificial intelligence and expert systems. He has a 4.0 grade point average and is serving as alumni operations director of the IIT chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.

Robert is one of ten National Competition Scholarship recipients for 1987. Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity is represented on 254 campuses with over 15,000 undergraduate members. Every Sigma Phi Epsilon undergraduate member was eligible to apply, and those individuals applying for the scholarships were judged in the areas of academic achievement, campus and fraternity leadership, and financial need.

The scholarship selections were made by two Fraternity alumni: George J. Abiah, Kansas, 1935, a diversified real estate investor, and William K. Emerson, California State University, 1946, curator in the Department of Invertebrates at the American Museum of Natural History in New York.

M.E. Dept. entering Baja competition

by Martin Moklenhaupt

This spring IIT’s ME department will again enter the Society of Automotive Engineers Midwest Mini-Baja Competition. The competition features ten scored events (such as endurance, hill-climbing ability, and others) with the limits on design being that the vehicle is 4-wheeled, uses an 8 hp engine, and passes certain safety requirements.

Last year, IIT’s Baja Car placed poorly despite excellent acceleration. This was due mostly to mechanical failure of the drivetrain and poor maneuverability. According to Brian Lavelle, a senior ME student, “The existing front suspension is poorly designed, and there is no rear suspension. Also the seat and drive are upon the existing frame which should keep our budget to a minimum.” A major redesign in the suspension being planned now include rack and pinion steering and independent rear suspension. These improvements should give the car better driver-to-vehicle response, better high-speed cornering, and a much smoother ride.

Final designs should be finished by mid-October with fabrication to follow afterwards, but the success of this project depends on the budget size. “The quality of our final design will depend greatly on the available funding,” says Astra Indian (Senior ME), “If we have to cut corners, we will be sacrificing our chances of being competitive.”

To the Reader:

As indicated on last week’s front page, Technology News has experienced a host of problems with the typesetting equipment.

A proposal was developed last semester to replace the equipment, but with constraints on the university’s operating budget, no funds have been available. This meant that no typesetting equipment could be purchased until special gift funds were found. The Alumni Parents Association has undertaken this project for which we are most grateful. However, it will still take a considerable amount of time to complete.

This is not the first equipment problem that Technology News has experienced during production (outside of the lost issues). However, this was the first time that the equipment malfunction proved to be irrepairable by the staff.

Technology News has instituted procedures to attempt to forestall the recurrence of such an event in the future.

Sincerely,

Natasha Richardson
Editor-in-Chief

James Vice
Dean of Student Life
Collect $200
If you read FEEDBACK, go to GOD and collect $200.00. If not, go
to JAIL, up two pages, and read FEEDBACK.

**FALL TRIP**
All International students are invited to join the annual “Fall
Foliage Trip.” Interscholastic House Association.
Destination: Parks County, Indiana.
Date: October 16 - 18
DON'T MISS IT!
For details concerning cost and trip availability, contact
the Foreign Student Office.

**DEEPHERS**
Just wanted to say that the Xi Pledge Class of Delta Phi Epsilon
is the best ever!! The DeepHERs are much more than you know who!
Keep up the good work! XOXO

**CHE Seminar**
This week's seminar sponsored by ITT's Chemical Engineering
Department will be presented by Dr. Ted Knowlton, Assistant
Director, Fluidization Research, Institute of Gas Technology.
The topic: "High Temperature, High Pressure Fluidization." The
seminar will be held on Wednesday, September 23 at 4:00 p.m.
in 106 FHL. If questions, contact Dr. Arastoopour at 567-3038 or 143 PLH.

**Chemistry Lecture**
ITT's Chemistry Department is sponsoring a lecture entitled
"Atmospheric Gas Phase Generation of Singlet Delta Oxygen." The
lecture will be presented by Dr. Walter Eizinger on Wednesday,
September 23 at 4:00 p.m. in 1106 WHK.

**SUPERCONDUCT**
ITT's Physics Department is sponsoring a lecture entitled
"Structure and High Temperature Superconductors on"
Wednesday, September 30, 1987 at 4:00 p.m. in room 217 of Singel Hall.
The speaker will be Professor C. Segre, Dept. of Physics, ITT.

**Colloquium**
On Wednesday, October 7, 1987 there will be a colloquium on
"Insertion Devices for Synchrotron Radiation," sponsored by ITT's
Physics Department. The speaker will be Dr. J. Vescicaro, Materials
Science Division - Argonne National Laboratory. The lecture will be
held at 4:00 p.m. in 217 SGH.

**Interviews**
Seniors graduating in December or May and who will be
interviewing this year are encouraged to view the video tape entitled:
"Interview Techniques." It is a round-table discussion by six
Chicago area recruiting authorities about preparing for the interview.
It will be shown in the Placement Office on the following days:
Monday, September 21, 1987 12:15-1:00
Tuesday, September 22, 1987 3:15-4:00
Wednesday, September 23, 1987 12:15-1:00
Thursday, September 24, 1987 3:15-4:00
Friday, September 25, 1987 12:15-1:00
Come and view the tape before you begin interviewing.

**Sign-up**
Sign-ups for company interviews for the week of September 21-
25 are listed below. Check your By-Major Listing to determine if
the company is recruiting your major.
SIGN-UP SCHEDULE
Sign up date/Company/Interview date
9-21-87 H. A. Phillips & Co. 10-8-87
9-23-87 Chicago Area Council, BSA 10-6-87
9-23-87 Factory Mutual Engineer 10-8-87
9-23-87 General Electric Company 10-8-87
9-23-87 Motech Engineers 10-7-87
9-23-87 U. S. Air Force 10-7-87
9-23-87 U. S. Navy 10-7-87
9-23-87 Westinghouse 10-8-87
9-25-87 Sonifast, Inc. 10-9-87
9-25-87 Westinghouse 10-9-87

**HUB Events**
Hennins Hall hours: Mon-Sat 8:00 AM to 12 midnight, closed
Sunday.
UB Movie: "Heart Break Ridge" in the Auditorium on Thurs, 9/24
at 3:15 and on Sat, 9/26 at 7:00 and 9:00 PM. Popcorn and cold pop
are available in the Main Lobby area. Just like downtown!
UB Concert in the EOG on 9/24 at 9:00 PM will be Rynn
DOVE BARS are available in the cafeteria.
Participate and have fun in the REC center: PING PONG, POOL,
TABLES, BOWLING LANES, CROSS STS, FOOD, VIDEO
GAMES, and MORE.
This is canoe season and the HUB has canoes for ITT students and
teachers. The HUB also has all other camping equipment down in
the Rec Center (basement of the HUB).
Mixed bowling league sign ups in the Rec Center.

**Chapel Service**
Sunday Chapel Service celebrates the Holy Communion Prayer
Eucharist with Scripture Readings and music chosen by the group.
at 11:30 a.m. on Sunday, September 27. ITT Chapel is situated
immediately outside the Residence Hall Lounge.

**Micro Mouse**
Anyone interested in designing, building, assembling, or
programming an electronic microprocessor controlled mouse,
please contact Andrew Brevak at 225-9698 or Chris Merit at x598.
Funding is available. Let's beat MIT at the IEEE Micro-Mouse
competition next year!

**Resume Drive**
The National Society of Black Engineers is holding its annual
Resume Drive. Deadline for Resumes is Friday, September 25, 1987.
Turn in your own Resume or complete a form. For more information
or forms, see Chairpersons Kevin Carter or Janis Cohen, or call
x416/A. All minority students are welcome, so turn those resumes in
NOW!

**NSBE & SNTA Meet**
NSBE & SNTA will hold a joint meeting Thursday, September
24, 1987 at 12:15 p.m. in the Hub Mezzanine. There will be a time
management workshop, and also membership dues and
applications will be taken. All members and interested students are
encouraged to come and participate.

**B.O.S.S.**
The B.O.S.S. organizations (NSBE, SNTA, UCSF) will be
continuing their membership drive through September 25, 1987. All
new and returning students are encouraged to join the
organizations and reap the benefits of being members. Dues can be
paid to any executive officer or in the Prep Office (Basement of
Commutes) during business hours.

**ASCE**
American Society of Civil Engineers will be holding its 1st
general meeting on September 24, 1987 at 12:15 p.m. in 219 AM.
Complimentary refreshments will be served for all who attend.

**STUDENT SPECIAL!**
You can "RENT-A-ROOMMATE"
For Less Than You Think
Royal Canadian Rentals
Has 13" and 19" color TV's and
VCR's from only

* $4.25 PER WEEK
These are the perfect specials

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

* FREE Service
* NO Credit Checks
* FREE Delivery
* NEXT Day Delivery
* NO Processing Charges
* ALL Brand Name Merchandise

Special Rates For TV/VCR Combinations
Based on discounted 9 month pre-paid contract.

ROYAL CANADIAN RENTALS
784-0201 476-6666
5552 N. Broadway 6238 S. Western
Bible Study

“The Bible and You Today,” the study-reflection group bringing together faculty, students, and staff in an inter-Christian experience of sharing insights, will meet this week on Wednesday, September 22 at 12 Noon in the Field Room of Hermann Hall (SW corner of the HUB). The initial text for consideration will be St. Paul’s Letter to the Romans, whose concepts make up the central core of the New Testament. The IIT community is welcome.

Galvin Library

Please be advised that the fall semester hours, specifically for the Christmas holiday and interim period, have been revised for the Galvin Library.

The hours are as follows:
- Monday-Thursday 8:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
- Friday 8:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
- Saturday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
- Sunday 2:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY (November 26)
Library will close Wednesday, November 25 at 5:00 p.m. and will remain closed Thursday through Saturday, November 26-28. Regular hours resume Sunday, November 29.

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
On the last day of the period, Friday, December 18, the library will close at 5:00 p.m.

- December 19-21 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
- December 22-30 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

CLOSED
December 19-20, December 24-25, December 31, January 1-3.

INTERM HOURS (January 4-January 18)
 Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
CLOSED Saturday and Sunday

Regular Spring Semester hours begin on Tuesday, January 19.

Attention Students

Learn about the unwritten rules of the corporate environment, data communications, and what it's like to work at AT&T! Elia Kappa Nu, the electrical engineering honor society, is sponsoring a company speaker at AT&T on Friday, September 25 at noon in room 302 of the HUB Mezzanine. The program will include a slide presentation and a question and answer session. All students are invited.

Cancel Classes

All classes will be cancelled on Tuesday, September 29, due to the inauguration of Professor Feldberg. This includes all day, evening, extension and IIT/V classes.

India Association

A meeting will be held on Friday, September 25, 1987 in Room 301 of the HUB at 7:30 p.m. to discuss plans for the Diwali Dinner Party. All interested members are urged to attend.

Mentor Program

Recently the IEEE discovered that an excellent program is currently being offered to students of the Stuart School of Business. The program is simply called the Mentor Program. It is designed to allow students to meet with a mentor of the student's choice, approximately once a month. This gives the participants an opportunity to become more familiar with what will be expected of them when they go out into the working world.

We would like to set up a mentor program in association with the IEEE for students studying Electrical and Computer Engineering. With this program, we hope to bridge some of the gaps that exist between formal education and real life situations. Keep in mind that the mentor only gives you what you put in. You must be willing to take an honest interest in this program. But before we go into the specifics of the program we need to find out what your opinions are and how many students are interested in participating.

We would like you to write us a note with the following information:
- name
- academic year in school
- specialty you would like your mentor to have
- are you an IEEE member or prospective member?
- any comments or suggestions

You can leave your note in the IEEE mailbox located in the EE office in Singel Hall. Please drop off your comments as soon as possible so that we have the opportunity to review them and hopefully set up the program this semester.

Life Lines

LIFE (Latinos Involved in Further Education) has tutoring available for any courses every Saturday in the HUB cafeteria from 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. There will also be a LIFE meeting on Tuesday, September 24 at 12:00 noon in the HUB Mezzanine room 302. Come and meet your "partner" for LIFE and please don't forget your membership dues.

Pakistan

Students Association has planned a picnic for all new and old students. The picnic will be held on Sunday, September 27, 1987 in Naperville. All students are welcome. For further details call Wih 312/842-2147 (3rd East).

Announcements

THE UNITED WAY...

It's always there.

Why give? Why not?

THANKS!

For lending a hand.
Laser

California at cavi, and spent eight years teaching and conducting research at Stanford University of Technology in
Tahkan. His industrial experience also includes two years at Burroughs Corpora
tion where he worked on Data Compression for Digital Facsimile Machines. Dr.
Marvasti has published numerous papers on Nonuniform Sampling and Signal Zerocrossings. His teaching and research interests are in
Digital Communication Systems, Coding Theory, Digital Signal Processing, and
Image Processing.

Dr. Marvasti received his Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute and has done consulting work for Singer-Kearfott Company and Ampex
Corporation.

In the Fall semester 1987, Dr. Marvasti will be teaching EE 308 and EE 520.

Dr. Peter M. Clarkson will be joining the ECE Department in the Fall semester 1987.

ECE

has published papers in the IEEE Transactions and in the Conference Proceedings of
Conferences in the areas of Adaptive Arrays and Phase-locked Loops. His research interests include

Dr. Uccio received his Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from
The City University of New York and has always performed experimental work to comple-
ment his theoretical research. In the fall semester 1987, Dr. Uccio will be teaching EE 601
and has been appointed as the new ECE Department Chair.

Kent

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit: Gunther, the William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law at Stanford, is a
member of the American Law Institute and the designated
counselor of Judge Hand. His book, Constitutional Law, is the most widely used in American law schools for
the course in constitutional law.

Numerous seminars are planned for the year to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the
College of Law, its innovative role in legal education, and the contribu-
tions of its graduates to the
Kent
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legal profession and society. ICT Chicago-Kent, the law school of Illinois Institute of Technology, is known for its pioneering work in integrating technology and law, as well as for creative approaches to complement traditional legal education. Its special programs include the ICT Center for Law and Computers, an interdisciplinary Program in Environmental and Energy Law, and the most extensive legal research and writing curriculum in the nation.

The second oldest law school in the State of Illinois, ICT Chicago-Kent has a history marked by innovation and excellence. The College has always emphasized professionalism in the broadest sense, encompassing intellectual discipline, careful analysis, comprehensive research, and sensitivity to the needs of clients and the context in which the law operates.

Recognizing that equal justice before the law could only be attained through equal access to legal education, Judges Thomas Morin and Joseph Bailey founded the Chicago Evening Law Classes. The Classes offered evening instruction to working men and women. Originally housed in the law judges' chambers, the Classes quickly moved to a more formal setting. Ten years later, the Chicago College of Law was incorporated.

During this same period, Marshall D. Ewell, former Dean of Northwestern University Law School, returned to academia to found the Kent College of Law. Ewell's pioneering treatment of jurisprudence as an academic discipline paved the way for the future of legal education.

Within ten years, the Chicago College of Law and Kent College of Law merged as the Chicago-Kent College of Law. The College established a full-time day division which later gained accreditation by the American Bar Association and membership in the Association of American Law Schools. Within its first twenty-five years, Chicago-Kent had already established itself as one of the most innovative law schools.

The merger of Chicago-Kent into the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1969 gave recognition to the need for a partnership between legal education and science and technology. If students were to be properly prepared to face the challenges of a complex society, since the merger, the College's reputation for developing creative approaches to the traditional tasks of legal education has increased dramatically in scope and depth.

The College's recent growth has been spurred by a number of factors: an innovative and dedicated faculty, constantly upgraded facilities, and an outstanding student body. The College's Library, which ranks among the largest fifteen percent nationally, provides resources that enhance the educational process. Several special programs which the College now offers complement an intellectually rigorous traditional education and contribute significantly to the development of high quality professionals.

The College is recognized for offering the most comprehensive research and writing program of any law school in the country. In addition, the College's extensive clinical and trial advocacy programs help to sharpen students' practice skills. The Law Office, which supervises the College's clinical program, is the first law generating firm to operate as part of an American law school. The Program in Environmental and Energy Law and the Center for Law and Computers underscore the College's commitment to curricular innovation to better prepare lawyers for the demands of practicing in a complex society.

From the initial gathering of law students in judges' chambers, ICT Chicago-Kent has grown to a current enrollment of 900 students, 45 full-time faculty and an adjunct faculty made up of practicing attorneys and members of the judiciary. Since 1868, more than 12,000 individuals have received their legal educations at ICT Chicago-Kent College of Law.

With its focus on innovation and excellence, the College has made an outstanding contribution to the legal profession for over a century. Today, ICT Chicago-Kent is one of the finest institutions for legal education and research in the country.

Provost
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Dr. Bernstein would like ICT to be a bigger school in terms of undergraduate and graduate students served as faculty. The amount of research should be increased, and the undergraduate population should become more closely related to the research environment. Overall, Dr. Bernstein wants to optimize the educational experience offered by ICT.

Another goal is to ensure that all aspects of the university are great. It is important to be strong technically and in the humanities and pure sciences. He would like every department to be excellent. A new faculty member at ICT would have to be able to produce quality results and be highly visible. ICT is known for its excellence in teaching and research.

ICT is a place where students, faculty, and staff work together to achieve excellence. The College is committed to providing an environment where students can thrive and excel. ICT's mission is to educate tomorrow's leaders, to be a center for innovation and discovery, and to make a positive impact on society.

ICT is proud of its strong undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as its renowned faculty. The College has a long history of producing leaders in their respective fields, and it continues to attract some of the best and brightest minds from around the world.

ICT is a community of scholars who are dedicated to excellence in teaching, research, and service. The College is committed to providing a world-class education and fostering a culture of innovation, creativity, and community engagement.
Feedback...
by Kevin Smith

Surprise dear readers! Now that I got your attention, this week's question has very interesting qualities of being a ITI looking for a woman when we consider George, a young man for a special young lady of ITI who asked me the question.

Before I get to the answered question, let's get some clarity on the subject. I asked George to define anything related to a definition of marriage and to describe the relationship. The Reverend defined marriage as...when a man and woman promise to share their lives together on a long term basis in permanence (relationship). They also take responsibility for their mutual growth and development through all circumstances of life whether positive or negative. This is all according to a common vision that they hold together concerning the meaning of life and the values that they both want to reflect in the example of their own lives. He then touched the surface of religion stating that many couples, depending on their traditions or cultures, will integrate their relationships with the spiritual value and a religious fulfillment in the life of God. Lastly, the Reverend mentioned that a married couple's values are expressed in mind, heart, feelings, and body as various ways of expressing the oneness that they possess and the lasting longevity of their unity takes the form of a family.

When asking the question to different mãi individuals, "What qualities are you looking for in a woman when considering marriage?" I carefully observed the different facial expressions displayed by those who chose to answer the question just to see if I could detect a hint of a pensive or intriguing view. This may come as a surprise to some, but underneath all of the jokes and natural first-statement lies, I came to the conclusion that most of the men from the sample group surveyed, were down-to-earth, thoughtful, and honest in their answers. The common qualities desired in women by most men at ITI were intelligence, physical attraction, and compatibility as friends.

In my opinion, this is good to see on a campus where the main emphasis is on a student's education and mental development and not on a student's personal relationships and social life. It's good to see that in between the hectic schedules, piles of homework, and odd jobs of work, the intelligent men of ITI can also develop into rational thinking men with honest and mature morals, or at least mature morals concerning marriage.

Now I anticipated a few disbeliefers on campus (about 1000 students or so), but I also prepared to back up my article with concrete evidence (or verbal statements given by men of ITI). So now it's time for you to decide for yourself...

Someone who's my equal intellectually and someone who loves me. - Kevin P. Walker, 4th yr.
Someone who's good-looking, smart, kind, and has future goals for herself, like working. - Richard Wierzchon, 1st yr.
A woman with confidence in herself. An independent who wants marriage and a career but not to the point where she would be obsolete in her life. She would have the same values as me also. - Oscar Longoria
6'9" in height, sexy body, smart enough to be a woman, athletic, and beautiful. - Viken Shah
Nice personality, sense of humor, has a seriousness about herself, can share my confidence in her and vice versa, a friend to me and a lover. - Akin Perry, Jr., 1st yr.

An MAE welcome

Welcome, freshmen! By now you probably realize that you're in a good company among the best and brightest students from all over the world. You may also understand that the adjustment from being a "hot shot" Senior to being a flyweight freshman again is not going to be easy. But we think that you'll find making the atmosphere at ITI to be a friendly and fun place.

One thing the staff of the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department wants you to know is we're here to help you make the adjustments academic, social, and financial. Please don't hesitate to meet with our Freshman Advisor, who can get you started and keep you on the right track with your studies. He or she is also your first link to the rest of the faculty, and we advise you to establish good working relationships with your instructors early on.

For MAE students, the Department's administrative offices are located in Engineering One, room 243. Dr. Hassan Nagib, Department Chairman; Dr. Kevin Meade, Assistant Chairman; and Ms. Lisa White, Department Coordinator, invite you to stop in sometime soon and introduce yourself. We would like to get to know you!

When you come to visit, we can make arrangements to show you around the Department's labs and computer facilities. While you're there, you'll be busy with your prerequisite courses and talking with several instructors, we'd like to show you what you'll be getting into when you start taking your major courses. Many of you toured the facilities during our Open House and Pre-registration Days, but those of you who haven't had the opportunity, please let us know if you're interested.

So again, if there's anything we can do to help make your stay at ITI any easier, please call or visit us. Best of Luck to You!

Before you choose a long distance service, take a close look.

You may be thinking about choosing one of the newer carriers or AT&T in order to save money.

Think again! Since January 1987, AT&T rates have dropped more than 15% for direct-dialing out-of-state calls. So they're lower than you probably realized. For information on specific rates, you can call us at 1 800 222-0300.

And AT&T offers clear long distance connections, operator assistance, 24-hour customer service, and immediate credit for wrong numbers. Plus, you can use AT&T to call from anywhere to anywhere, all over the United States and to over 250 countries.

You might be surprised at how good AT&T really is. So before you choose a long distance company, pick up the phone.

AT&T
The right choice.
TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 29, 1987

President Feldberg’s Inauguration Celebration
Free Fun Day!!!
All Classes are CANCELLED!

Schedule of Events:
1:00 Reception
2:00 Water Balloon Toss and Bowling Tournament
2:30 Trike Race, 9 Ball Tournament and Frisbee Throw
3:30 Four Legged Race
4:00 Bat Spin
4:30 Barbeque Dinner outside Cohen Lounge
7:30 Women’s Varsity Volleyball Game vs. Mundelein

All Day: Free Swim and Video Games

Sign up for events in the HUB and Commons Thursday September 24, Friday September 25, and Monday September 28.

RAFFLE

Win:
UB Movie Passes
Restaurant Dinners
Bookstore Gift Certificates
Connections
HUB Meal Plans
Parking Tokens

The Grand Prize: $500 Tuition Credit

Earn one Raffle ticket for each event in which you participate. Win MORE tickets for placing in an event.

Sign up NOW!
Can you find the hidden legal terms?

- ABATE
- ACT OF GOD
- AGENCY
- ARBITRATION
- BAILMENT
- CAVEAT EMPTOR
- CONSIDERATION
- DAMAGES
- DEED
- DURESS
- EASEMENT
- ESCROW
- ESTOPPEL
- FETON
- FRANCHISE
- LIEN
- MARTIAL LAW
- MEDALLION
- PATENT
- PRIVACY
- PROBATE
- PROOF
- PROXY
- REMEDY
- SUBPOEANA
- SUBMISSION
- SUMMONS
- TORT
- TRUST

The Puzzle

**ACROSS**

1. Dispatched
2. Youngster
3. Small sound
4. Plan for "Heyward! You're out of step!"
5. Latin
6. Conjunction
7. Announcements
8. Initiator of 26th
9. President
10. Flood wish
11. Regard
12. Apportioned
13. Remain erect

**DOWN**

1. Abooe of the Oothy
2. Year
3. Wheel track
4. Tremendous
5. Birds at cover
6. Higher
7. Son of Adam
8. Dance step
9. Kind of typewriter
10. Meek
11. Harvests
12. Mediterranean vessel
13. Church bench
14. Empowered
15. Spout
16. Figure of speech
17. Assumed name
18. Organ of sight
19. Dine
20. Detached
21. Raised the hand
22. Shied portrait
23. Sportfish forth
24. Confidant
25. Condemn
26. Joined
27. Atmospheric disturbance
28. Capuchin monkey
29. Blood
30. Bird’s home
31. Nothing
32. Music, as written
33. Therefore
34. Condiments
35. Ermin
36. Female sheep
37. Part of church
38. Taps
39. Tell
40. Wise
41. River island
42. Assisted
43. 35 position of affairs
44. Toward shelter
45. Snake

**The Milenafish**

(Minus Groblewski)
### Crossword

**ACROSS**
1. Where one night study hall turmoil's world (3 wds.)
2. Class feeds into college (4 wds.)
3. Vowels (2 wds.)
4. 1970s male style (4 wds.)
5. Quench a recipe direction (11 wds.)
6. Belong to Mr. Frock (21 wds.)
7. Of late measure (5 wds.)
8. Peeps a poker bet (9 wds.)
9. Scan, e.g. (5 wds.)
10. Belonging to Mayer Roth (11 wds.)
11. Irritate or miller (9 wds.)
12. Trees for a boxing (11 wds.)
13. Belonging to the Belmont (8 wds.)
14. Provisions (11 wds.)
15. Desk support (10 wds.)
16. Scottish historian and philosopher (11 wds.)
17. College in Greensville, Pa. (6 wds.)
18. The lone (11 wds.)
19. Political disorder but a whiff (11 wds.)
20. Travels on a Flexible Flyer (14 wds.)
21. Clarify (9 wds.)
22. Printers' servant to "The Tempest" (9 wds.)
23. Distinguished government agency (11 wds.)
24. Fictional hypnotist (11 wds.)
25. Style exemplified by Picasso (11 wds.)
26. "She's a Them!" from "Flashdance" (11 wds.)
27. A small wheel (11 wds.)
28. Visible trace, smudge (11 wds.)
29. Noggin's undergarment (11 wds.)
30. Hist. (4 wds.)
31. Visible crease (4 wds.)
32. "...for if I ___" (4 wds.)
33. African antelope (6 wds.)
34. We'll known radio broadcaster (6 wds.)
35. "50's film star" (5 wds.)
36. "60's film star" (5 wds.)
37. "70's film star" (5 wds.)
38. "80's film star" (5 wds.)
39. "90's film star" (5 wds.)
40. "100's film star" (5 wds.)

**DOWN**
1. Those who are duped (11 wds.)
2. "To unto" (9 wds.)
3. Fourth estate (3 wds.)
4. Goal (5 wds.)
5. Well-known record (6 wds.)
6. Well-known king (6 wds.)
7. "To Caesar" (4 wds.)
8. Prefix meaning with (5 wds.)
9. Confused (6 wds.)
10. "...uck!" (5 wds.)
11. Sandpiper (6 wds.)
12. Like a softball (8 wds.)
13. Cash in the key (11 wds.)
14. E (11 wds.)
15. Auto racing son of Richard Petty (11 wds.)

---

**Health Class Today's Topic:**

**AIDS**

**Andy Warhol 1928-1987**

---

**Stein's Field Guide to Ducks**

---

**The Puzzle**
Films:

He wants to finish out his final tour of duty in his old unit, what he didn't realize was what awaited him on Heartbreak Ridge. His past lies in wait. Next week: Tina and Mel together-

**MAD MAX**

BeyOND THUNDERDOME

Thursday - 5:15 PM
Saturday - 7:00 PM and 9:30 PM in HUB Auditorium

Concerts:

We've just gotten the Bog cleaned up and now they're back:

Rude Guest

Come and feel the music... or they may decide to find your room!

Thursday: 9:00 PM in the Bog.

Focus on the Arts:

Heartland Consort appears this Wednesday, Sept. 23rd for two hours of great contemporary music.

Does your voice shatter granite, do your jokes make cows pass out? If not, register with Nicole in the Programming Office for an appearance in the 1987 Union Board Talent Show.

...and it's sad isn't it. You just bought that brand new tricycle and you don't know what to do with it; we have an answer. Register your 4-5 man team for the Inauguration Day Race. More details to come.

IF YOU LIKE SNOW, OR AT LEAST TO SKI ON SNOW CONTACT MR. DONALD O'CONNOR IN THE UNION BOARD OFFICE X3086.